Knox faculty are active researchers, accomplished scholars, and engaged artists who model for their students and colleagues the importance and vitality of intellectual work. The list below compiles the faculty’s accomplishments in their disciplinary fields for 2014.

Katherine A. Adelsberger
Douglas and Maria Bayer Chair in Earth Science, Associate Professor of Environmental Studies

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Diana M. Cermak, Helen M. Hoyt, Mark Shroyer: Acquisition of a 400MHz Spectrometer for Research, Undergraduate Research and Training, and Curricular Reform - $292,100.

External Grant: Seminar in Advanced Interdisciplinary Learning (SAIL), Associated Colleges of the Midwest, with Danielle S. Fatkin and Daniel J. Beers: Sustainability on the Margins: Investigating Adaptation and Change in Jordan - $128,500.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Ongoing Soils Research: Green Oaks and Sudan - $1075.

Caesar Akuetey
Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, French

Conference presentation: « L’Ordre des Unités Linguistiques en éwé : Le cas du syntagme nominal et de la phrase » (The Order of Linguistic Units in Ewe: A Case Study of the Nominal Phrase and of the Sentence), Conference at Université de Tours, France, February 20-21, 2014.

Conference presentation: "A la quête des liens historiques, linguistiques et identitaires entre les Haïtiens et les Éwés" (At the quest of historical, linguistic and identity ties between Haitians and Ewes) College Language Association Conference, New Orleans, LA, March 26-29, 2014.

Stuart Allison
Professor of Biology; Director, Green Oaks Biological Field Station


Diana Beck
George Appleton Lawrence Distinguished Service Professor of Educational Studies

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: Neuroscience - $1000.
Daniel J. Beers  
Assistant Professor of Political Science and International Relations

External Grant: Seminar in Advanced Interdisciplinary Learning (SAIL), Associated Colleges of the Midwest, with Katherine A. Adelsberger and Danielle S. Fatkin: Sustainability on the Margins: Investigating Adaptation and Change in Jordan - $128,500.

Monica Berlin  
Associate Professor of English

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Your Small Towns of Adult Sorrow & Melancholy - $2000.

Poems: “What the wind kicks up, what the waters trouble, even” & “At the new year, in the dark, I watched time,” Hartskill Review 1.3 (Winter 2014): 14-16.

Poems: “When we turn the calendar’s page, my little boy looking”; “This afternoon the sky’s making the kind of promises it can”; “There is no city in my city, let’s be”; “If there’s a joke more complicated than “knock-knock,” more nuanced,” Houseguest 2 (November 2014).

Poems: “On either end of this year, on either end of every goddamn year,” & “Because all day the sky held back,” Hobart (Summer 2014).


Poems: “When moming was a most unrecognizable as moming”; “It’s true. There are places we’d rather be”; “Some disasters are given names, others called after”; “We loved the rush-hour most, the cars suit-filled, briefcase-heavy,”; “By rote the body leams nearly everything, after,” The Museum of Americana 5 (Winter 2014).

Poems: “Days the hours are no more fact than the unbelievable” & “Sometimes being here is like,” Cimarron Review 186 (Winter 2014): 7-11.


Poems: “If all the love we’ll know is the kind of love” & “Because the linens soften, now threadbare, just as I’m waking, small, in this early, this,” Grist 7 Online Companion (Winter 2014).

Poems: “How I wish more things I read I misread, like the bodies in the mine” & “How quiet every end when it comes, briefest glimpse of a future,” La Fovea (2014).
Collaborative Work, with Beth Marzoni ('04):

Poems: “Maybe just as clouds make their own streets” & “En plein air the fields themselves,” Water~Stone Review 17.1 (Fall 2014): 118-123.

Poems: “Where we stand, here a line of doors” & “Took on nearly the length of the river & almost as much water,” Free Verse 25.1 (Fall 2014).

Poems: “When the rain says wait, says not so fast, says this season we’ve measured in so many” & “Time another limb down & another,” DIAGRAM 14.4 (August 2014).


Poems: “Wake to what we long ago learned to call” & “Maybe because everywhere we look trees already chalk” & “So, to stop ourselves from lowering into the pull, we” & “Days like water, air,” The Fourth River 11 (Spring 2014): 74-82.

Poems: “& So, like a map, scale matters, & the river” & “Inside the levee, call it a state,” The Chattahoochee Review 34.1 (Spring 2014): 70-71.

Poems: “Imagine we can hear winter breaking its hold on the river & how” & “Cold snaps summer in half the same day someone,” Permafrost 36.1 (Winter 2014): 44-47.

Poem: “Say Old River & only the locals will pause to call up,” Meridian 32 (Winter 2014): 94-95.


Neil Blackadder
Professor of Theatre

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Researching Chicago theatre companies with a view to future collaboration - $540.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Participation in “Fence 20,” an international meeting focused on drama translation, January 2015 - $1235.

Translation: Ewald Palmetshofer, hamlet is dead. no gravity (hamlet ist tot. keine schwerkraft), produced at Red Tape Theatre, Chicago, IL, Jan.-Feb. 2014.

Play: “Dad’s Guns” selected as one of ten winners in 10-minute play category of GunPlay(s) Competition organized by Samaritan Road Productions, Champaign, IL.

Translation: staged readings of Ewald Palmetshofer, living. under glass (wohnen. unter glas) at Red Tape Theatre, Chicago, February, and International Voices Project, Chicago, IL, April 2014.

Translation: Thomas Arzt, “Chirping Hill” (Grillenparz), The Mercurian 5.1.

Translation: Excerpt from Evelyne de la Chenelière and Daniel Brière, “American Shot” (Le plan américain), Asymptote, July 2014.

Translation: Sibylle Berg, “Dog, Woman, Man” (from German Hund, Frau, Mann, inspired by Yael Hedaya’s story “Housebroken”) presented in staged readings at Goethe-Instituts, New Delhi and Dakha.

Conference Presentation: Bilingual reading from translation of Thomas Arzt’s Alpine Blues (Alpenvorland), American Literary Translators Association, Milwaukee, WI, November 2014.

David Bunde
Associate Professor of Computer Science


Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Teaching With Technology: Clickers, with John Dooley - $1000.


Conference Presentation: "Task Mapping Stencil Computations for Non-Contiguous Allocations" (written with Vitus J. Leung, Johnathan Ebbers (Knox `13), Stefan P. Feer (Knox `12), Nickolas W. Price (Knox `13), Zachary D. Rhodes (Knox `09), and Matthew Swank (Knox `14)) appeared in the 19th ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming (PPoPP), pp. 377-378, 2014.

Workshop Presentation: "Chapel: A versatile tool for teaching undergraduates parallel programming" with Kyle Burke at the 45th ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE), Atlanta, GA, March 5-8, 2014.


Conference Poster: "Parallel programming paradigms illustrated", with Michael Graf (`15), Deyu Han (`16), and Jens Mache, 45th ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE), Atlanta, GA, March 5-8, 2014.


Elizabeth Carlin Metz
Smith V. Brand Professor of Theatre


Presentation: “A Neuroscience Based Approach to Directing Sam Shepard’s A Lie of the Mind” Bowling Green State University Graduate Student Theatre Organization and the American Society for Theatre Research: Research Colloquium, Bowling Green, IN, February 2014.
Diana Cermak  
Professor of Chemistry

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Katherine A. Adelsberger, Helen M. Hoyt, Mark Shroyer: Acquisition of a 400MHz Spectrometer for Research, Undergraduate Research and Training, and Curricular Reform - $292,100.


Andrew Civettini  
Associate Professor of Political Science


Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Using Affect to Predict Candidate Performance in Elections - $3000.

Thomas W. Clayton Jr.  
Professor of Chemistry

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Synthesis of mixed ligand complexes of copper(II) and other transition metals through ligand exchange - $2700.


Steve Cohn
Charles W. & Arvilla S. Timme Professor of Economics

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Chinese Translation Projects - $256.

Presentation: Heterodox Economics, Beijing Heterodox Economics Study Group, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China, May 2014.

Mary Crawford
Professor of Chemistry


Jason E. Daniels
Visiting Assistant Professor of History


Jeremy Day-O’Connell
Associate Professor of Music

Sarah Day-O’Connell
Associate Professor of Music

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Contexts for Haydn’s English Canzonettas - $1430.


Catherine Denial
Burkhardt Distinguished Chair and Associate Professor of History

External Grant: “People and Place: Immigration to Galesburg” Illinois Humanities Council, $1275.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Catherine Ely's Diary: Birth and Childrearing in Ojibwe Country, 1835-1839 - $900.

Invited Lecturer: “Teaching Women's History,” Online Panel, Women's History Month Celebration, Western Governors University, March 25, 2014.

Jessie D. Dixon
Burkhardt Distinguished Chair in Modern Languages, Associate Professor of Modern Languages, Spanish

Conference Presentation: “¡Qué pasa linda! La re-conceptualización y la re-affirmación de la identidad afro-hispana en la literatura y el hip hop [What pretty hair!: The Reconceptualization and Re-affirmation of Afro-Hispanic Identity in Literature and Hip-hop], Congresos Internacionales de la literatura hispánica (CILH) in Cartagena de las Indias, Colombia, March 13-15, 2014.

John F. Dooley
William and Mary Ingersoll Professor of Computer Science

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Immersion Term Development: Start-Up Term, with Jaime Spacco and John Spittle - $5000.
Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Teaching with Technology: Clickers, with David Bunde - $1284.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Who is that masked man? Did someone impersonate William Friedman to the Japanese? - $378.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: John Matthews Manly: The Collier's Articles - $130.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Giants Colliding: William Friedman, Herbert Yardley and the Founding of Modern American Cryptology - $1532.


Weihong Du
Assistant Professor of Asian Studies

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: “Espionage on Screen: Heroes, Nostalgia, and Commercialized History in the Social Narrative of Contemporary Chinese TV Drama” and “Discursive Genesis and the Drama of Cultural Politics: S. I. Hsiung and Early Modern Cultural Exchange” - $358.

Linda Dybas
Watson Bartlett Professor of Biology

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Structure and Function of Gut-Associated Fixed Ciliated Ums in Sipunculan worms - $250.

James S. Dyer
Assistant Professor of Journalism

External Grant: Center for News Literacy - Bringing News Literacy to Knox College and Galesburg Area, February 2014 - $5,000.

Nancy Eberhardt
Professor of Anthropology and Sociology


Joel Estes
Educational Studies

External Grant: Frederick E. and Ida J. Hummel Foundation, Incorporating Interactive Whiteboard Technology into Teacher Education at Knox College, January 2014 - $9,000.

Danielle Steen Fatkin
Assistant Professor of History

External Grant: Seminar in Advanced Interdisciplinary Learning (SAIL), Associated Colleges of the Midwest, with Katherine A. Adelsberger and Daniel J. Beers: Sustainability on the Margins: Investigating Adaptation and Change in Jordan - $128,500.


Claudia Fernandez
Associate Professor of Modern Languages, Spanish


Andrea Ferrigno
Assistant Professor of Art

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Vermont Art Workshop Residency - $1540.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Art Show Support and Publication Fee Assistance - $1550.

MO., and “PSAD” National Painting Invitational”, Paducah School of Art and Design, Paducah, KY.

Workshop Presentation: Printmaking in the Curriculum, Trinity Christian College, Palos Heights, IL, Summer 2014.

Panel Talk: “Performing Ineffability, Drake University, Des Moines, IA, Fall 2014.

Residency: Vermont Studio Center, Johnson, VT. Summer 2014.

Prints: Completed edition of published prints in collaboration with Peter Halley Studio, New York, NY. Sets to be acquired by University of Iowa Museum of Art, and the Des Moines Art Center.


Stephen C. Fineberg
Szold Distinguished Service Professor of Classics

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Dionysos in Athens - $1746.

Gina Franco
Associate Professor of English

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Travel to Tucson, Arizona, for Teaching and Research - $1560


http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/poem/247428

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/249612


**Greg Gilbert**  
**Associate Professor of Art and Art History**


Presentation: "Federal Art in the Midwest in the 1930s and the Meeting of Rural and Urban Cultures: A Challenge to Grant Wood's 'Revolt Against the City'," 2014 Grant Wood Symposium - Revolt Against the City: Midwestern Culture in Hard Times, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, April 2014

**Michael J. Godsil**  
**Instructor of Art and Journalism—Photography**

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Ongoing Creative Photography Projects - $2400.


**Teresa I. Gonzales**  
**Assistant Professor of Anthropology & Sociology**


**Jeff Grace**  
**Assistant Professor of Theatre**

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Recreating the Caffe Cino; Archival research & Professional Development - $1990.

Directing: “The Caffe Cino Project” - a theatrical project that involved directing four one-act plays that were originally staged at the Caffe Cino in the 1960s ('A Funny Walk Home', 'The Bed', 'Who Killed My Bald Sister Sophie?', and 'Daddy Violet'). Knox College, Oct.-Nov. 2014.

Actor: ‘Exit Caesar Chavez’ by Steven Young, Playwrights Symposium, Mid-America Theatre Conference, Cleveland, OH, March 2014.


Nathalie C. Haurberg
Assistant Professor of Physics

External Grant: Frederick E. and Ida J. Hummel Foundation: Acquisition of a Spectrograph System for Astronomy Courses, Research, and Community Outreach a Knox College, December 2014 - $9,807.

Todd Heidt
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, German

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: 20th Century Germany - $1000.

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Teaching With Technology: Center for Language and Education Research (CLEAR) Workshop - $773.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Mario von Bucovich, the Forgotten Photgrapher - $794.


Lena Heilmann
Visiting Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, German


Andrew Hertel
Assistant Professor of Psychology


Heather Hoffmann  
Professor of Psychology

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: The aroma of sexual arousal - $1710.


William Hope  
Assistant Professor of Anthropology-Sociology

Paper presentation: “‘Like a sonorous rum one drinks with the ears’: Making Sense of Cuban Son Montuno and the Synaesthetics of Sabor.,” Sociology and Anthropology Department, Western Illinois University, November 11, 2014.

Helen Hoyt  
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

External Grant: “Preparation, Electronic Structure, and Reactivity Studies of Iron Complexes Supported by Conjugated α-Diimine Ligands,” American Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund, PRF# 54044-UNI3, May 1, 2014 – August 31, 2016 - $50,000.

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Katherine Adelsberger, Diana Cermak, Mark Shroyer: Acquisition of a 400MHz Spectrometer for Research, Undergraduate Research and Training, and Curricular Reform - $292,100.


Supervisor for Student Poster Presentation: Tran, G. ('15); Martinez, E. Y. ('15); Schulz, C. E.; Hoyt, H. M. “Preparation, characterization, and reactivity studies of
iron complexes supported by conjugated tridentate ligands.” Midstates Consortium for Math and Science, 2014 Undergraduate Research Symposium in the Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Computer Science, Washington University, St. Louis, MO, October 31-November 1, 2014.


L. Sue Hulett
Rik and Sophia Henke Distinguished Professor of Political Science and International Relations

Opinion: “Russia, gift that keeps on grabbing;” “Cold war revisited by Russia,” “Can NATO, U.S. stop Russia;” “Obama fails as realist and idealist,” and “Trick or treat: Iran vs. Obama.” Galesburg Register Mail.

Matthew W. Jones-Rhoades
Assistant Professor of Biology

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Janet Kirkley, Andrew Mehl, Judy Thom: Acquisition of a Multifunctional Imager for Research, Undergraduate Training, and Curricular Reform, August 2014 - $41,902.

External Grant: The Pennsylvania State University, sub-award from the National Science Foundation, with Dr. Michael Axtell, Penn State: Reference annotations for all RNA-producing genes in plants, May 2014 - $61,151.

Karen Kampwirth
Robert W. Murphy Professor of Political Science and International Relations

Knox Faculty Research/ Creative Work Grant: LGBT Politics in Mexico and Nicaragua: Corporatism, Clientelism, and Co-optation - $300.

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant – Collaborative Research Grant: Presentations of on-going research on a century of LGBT politics in Nicaragua - $2500.


Article: Crompton, T., Weinstein, N., Sanderson, B., Kasser, T., Maio, G., & Henderson, S. “No cause is an island: How people are influenced by values regardless of the cause.” Common Cause Foundation, 2014.


Presentation: “Goal and Value Circumplex Models: An Overview,” Social area of the Psychology Department at Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, January 2014.


Conference presentation: “Materialism and well-being: Meta-analytic results” as part of a symposium on “Recent Advances in Materialism Research” at the 86th Annual meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago, IL, May 2014.

Keynote Address: "The good life or the goods life: Using the Science of values to Live Well Together" and the workshop was titled "Using the Science of values to Live Well Together: A fuller, practical discussion." 2nd Canadian Conference on Positive Psychology in Ottawa, Canada, July 2014.


Invited Speaker: “Consumerism, Society and our Ecological Future: A psychological, empirical approach,” Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute at University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia; Australian National University and the Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organisation, Canberra, Australia; Institute for Sustainable Futures at the University of Technology-Sydney, Sydney, Australia, Sept. 2014.

Invited Speaker: “A Scientific, Psychological Perspective on Voluntary Simplicity.” Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute at University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 2014.


Invited Speaker: “Materialism, well-being, and ecological sustainability: Meta-analytic results and implications for consumer capitalism” at the University of Melbourne’s Department of Business and Marketing, and “Changes in materialism, changes in well-being,” Department of Psychology, Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 2014.


Janet Kirkley  
Professor of Biochemistry

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Matthew W. Jones-Rhoades, Andrew Mehl, Judy Thom: Acquisition of a Multifunctional Imager for Research, Undergraduate Training, and Curricular Reform, August 2014 - $41,902.

Laura Lane  
Professor of Music

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: World Choral Symposium: South Korea - $1620.

Lynette Lombard  
Professor of Art

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Re-Envisioning Olmsted’s Urban Parks - $960.

Exhibition (two-person): With photographer Colleen Plumb, Women in the Arts, Woodland’s Academy, Lake Forest, IL

Exhibition (group): “Works based on Le Grand Luxembourg by Jean Helion,” Midwest Paint Group, Lovejoy Library, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, IL


Exhibition (group): “Artist’s First,” Figge Museum, Davenport IA.

Exhibition (group): Midwest Paint Group, Altona Center for the Arts, Altona, IL.

Exhibition (group): “Tribute to the Detroit Institute of Arts,” Fire Barn Gallery, Grand Haven, MI.

Schahrazede Longou  
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, French


Nicole Malley
Associate Professor of Music

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Collaborative Research Grant: Auctions, with Rob Smith - $2500.

Producer / director: Knox Cherry Street Combo CD, "A Dedication" - released April, 2014.

Spoken word performance: "Con(auction)," collaborative poetry and performance project with Prof. Rob Smith. http://madhatlit.com/audio-by-nikki-whitaker-malley/ -


Frank T. McAndrew
Comelia H. Dudley Professor of Psychology

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: - $1000.


Conference Poster: McAndrew, F. T., & Shah, S. S. “Sex differences in jealousy over Facebook activity.” Poster presented at the annual meeting of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP), Austin, TX, February 2014.

Invited speaker: “Teaching careers at small liberal arts colleges.” Preparing Future
Faculty Program, Graduate School, University of Missouri at Columbia, Columbia, MO, October 2014.


Invited speaker: Interpersonal Relationships Lab, Department of Psychology, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL, December 2014.

Andrew Mehl
Professor of Chemistry

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Matthew W. Jones-Rhoades, Janet Kirkley, Judy Thorn: Acquisition of a Multifunctional Imager for Research, Undergraduate Training, and Curricular Reform, August 2014 - $41,902.

Thomas Moses
Professor of Physics

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Investigation of Virtual Chiral Nematic Phase in Liquid Crystals - $2390.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Investigation of Virtual Chiral Nematic Phase in Liquid Crystals, Part 2 - $600.

James Mountjoy
Associate Professor of Biology

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Song learning and repertoire usage in the Red-eyed Vireo (Vireo olivaceus) - $815.


Jason Nethercut
Visiting Assistant Professor of Classics


Book Review: Manuel Baumbach and Silvio Bär, eds., Brill's Companion to Greek


Julio E. Noriega
Associate Professor of Modern Languages, Spanish


Esther Penick
Associate Professor of Biology

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Estrogen alters synaptic transmission in the Nucleus Accumbens via the GPR30 estrogen receptor - $551.

Daniel J. Peterson
Assistant Professor of Psychology


Bruce Polay
Professor of Music and Artistic Director/Conductor, Knox-Galesburg Symphony

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Masterclasses in composition and conducting at the Woerthese Classical Music Festival, Klagenfurt, Austria - $2100.


Brandon Polite
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: Faith and Reason - $1000.


Jonathan Powers
Assistant Professor of Economics

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Enhancement: Sustainability, with Paul Skrade - $300.

Manisha Pradhananga
Assistant Professor of Economics

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Exploring commodity export dependence of developing countries - $1650.

Antonio Prado
Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, Spanish

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Visit of the Mauthausen Memorial, Austria - $535.

Conference presentation: “De los campos de concentración franceses a los campos nazis: literatura testimonial de los republicanos españoles” (1939-1945). Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, Brook University, Ontario, Canada, May 2014.


Robin R. Ragan
Associate Professor Modern Language/Director, Stellyes Center for Global Studies


Conference Presentation: “Folk singers in Spain during the late Franco and early democratic years: Four cases of censorship explored,” 45th Annual Conference of the Association for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies, Modena, Italy, June 2014.

Gabrielle Raley
Assistant Professor of Anthropology-Sociology


Katya L. MacDonald Reno
Visiting Assistant Professor of English


Natania Rosenfeld
Professor of English

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: “Hidden”: a novel; poetry; essays - $1400


Public Reading: “Nefertiti and the Hammam, or: the Company of Women,” Columbia College, Chicago, IL, April 18, 2014.

Residency: Fellow at Hawthornden Castle, Scotland, June 2014.


Magali Roy-Fequiere
Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: VONA Voices of Our Nations writer’s workshop - $2150.

Carissa Schoffner
Instructor Business

Presentation: Skills to Teach Global Accounting, Illinois Accounting Teachers Association Conference.

Michael A. Schneider
Associate Dean for Faculty Development/Professor of History

Lori Schroeder  
**Associate Dean of the College/Professor of English**


Charles E. Schulz  
**Professor of Physics**


Emre Sencer  
**Associate Professor of History**

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: 20th Century Germany - $1000.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Russia's Great War and Revolution, 1914-1922 - $950.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Archival Research Projects in Germany History - $2250.


Mark Shroyer  
**Associate Professor of Physics**

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Katherine Adelsberger, Diana Cermak, Helen M. Hoyt: Acquisition of a 400MHz Spectrometer for Research, Undergraduate Research and Training, and Curricular Reform - $292,100.

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: SQUID Magnetization Studies of Novel Metal Complexes - $5088.

Chad Simpson  
**Associate Professor of English**


http://newfoundjournal.org/current-issue/flash-fiction-chad-simpson/

Paul Daniel Bloom Skrade  
**Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology and Post Doctoral Teaching Fellow**

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Enhancement: Sustainability, with Jonathan Powers - $300.

Jennifer Smith  
**Associate Professor of Dance**

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Moving Decisions: Dancing & Making - $1245.

Dance Presentation: “(self) CONTROLLED” and “Scribe” which were performed by my professional dance company, Back & to the Left Productions, Chicago Dance Festival, Chicago, IL, Nov. 22, 2014.

Robert M. Smith  
**John and Elaine Fellowes Distinguished Professor of English**

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Newberry Library Research - $240.

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Collaborative Research Grant: Auctions, with Nicole Malley - $2500.


Conference presentation: “‘They told you, you were the original didn’t they?: Orphan Black and the Simulacra,” Film and History Conference, Madison, WI, October 30, 2014.


Jaime Spacco
Associate Professor of Computer Science

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Immersion Term Development: Start-Up Term, with John Dooley and John Spittell - $5000.

External Grant: AAC & U TIDES Program, with Andrew Civettini: Pedagogy Matters: TIDES at Knox College, May 2014 - $34,278.

John Spittell
Joseph E. and Judith B. Wagner Distinguished Chair in Business and Management / Executive-in-Residence

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Immersion Term Development: Start-Up Term, with Jaime Spacco and John Dooley - $5000.
Sara Stasik  
Assistant Professor of Psychology


George Steckley  
Robert M. and Katherine A. Seeley Distinguished Professor of History


Tim Stedman  
Visiting Assistant Professor of Art


Design work: Design of advertising and marketing materials in support of recording artist Lyle Lovett’s extensive touring business, 2014-present.

Anne Steinberg  
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Literatures, French


Jennifer Templeton  
Professor of Biology

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Breeding and Testing Domesticated U.S. Gouldian Finches at Knox College: Visual Mate Choice Lateralization Continued - $3525.

Pedro Texiera
Associate Professor of Mathematics


Presentation: “Syzygy gap fractals and F-threshold functions,” AMS Western Spring Sectional Meeting—University of New Mexico, Special Session on Commutative Algebra, Albuquerque, NM, April 2014.


Judy Thom
Professor of Biology

External Grant: National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Grant, with Matthew W. Jones-Rhoades, Janet Kirkley, Andrew Mehl: Acquisition of a Multifunctional Imager for Research, Undergraduate Training, and Curricular Reform, August 2014 - $41,902.

Knox Mellon Faculty Career Enhancement Grant - Interdisciplinary Course Development: Canines - $1000.


James H. Thrall
Knight Distinguished Associate Professor for the Study of Religion & Culture

External Grant: Workshop on Interfaith Education in Chicago sponsored by the Council of Independent Colleges and the Interfaith Youth Core, August 2014.


Daniel Wack
Associate Professor of Philosophy


Lawrence Welch
Clara A. Abbott Distinguished Professor of Chemistry

Knox Faculty Research / Creative Work Grant: Subterranean Radon Monitoring - $2364.